
Asli Ozgen-Tuncer   
FREEL AN CE  TRANSL ATOR  -  INTERPRETER  

[ TUR ,  EN G,  FR  >  TUR ,  EN G]  

	 	 Telephone 
	 	 +31 681838654 
	 	 +90 5336392492 

E-mail 
asli.ozgentuncer@gmail.com 

Skype 
beatricedidante 

LinkedIn 
nl.linkedin.com/in/asliozgen

Working Languages 
Translation source languages: Turkish, English, French 
Translation target languages: Turkish, English 
Consecutive interpreting: Turkish (A), English (B) 

Areas of Expertise 
Human rights 
International law 
Legal documents 
Business documents 
Conference material 
Marketing and tourism 
Subtitling and film-related content 

Professional Translation & Interpreting Experience 
Freelance Translator, 2004-present 
I have worked in various countries including the Netherlands, the UK, Cyprus, and Turkey on a wide range 
of  translation and consecutive interpretation projects including medical, legal, literary, business and social 
sciences content. I consider my zeal for research as an advantage in preparation for new projects in new 
fields. 

Translator & Editor of English Publications, FreeBirds Publishing, 2006-2011 
I first started working as a freelance translator for FreeBirds Publishing in 2006, and became a full-timer in 
2007. My duties included translating from Turkish into English for a daily newspaper and monthly maga-
zines as well as commissioning and penning articles in English, and proofreading translated texts. 

Translator & Consecutive Interpreter, Cyprus Translation Services, 2009-2011 
I served as a translator and consecutive interpreter for Cyprus Translation Services on mainly the EU har-
monisation of  legislation on animal welfare, food safety, and farming in Northern Cyprus. I also translated 
other EU legislation in the scope of  a wider EU harmonisation programme of  Northern Cyprus.     

25th Universiade, Translator & Consecutive Interpreter, 2004-2005 
As a member of  translation team, I took part in translations of  all written documents (internal and in-
ternational communication, progress reports, regulations, brochures, plans, work sheets, etc.). I accompa-
nied foreign specialists during their visits to the Universiade HQ and worked as a consecutive interpreter in 
their lectures and trainings. As the assistant to the Head of  Translation Department, I supervised and coor-
dinated the volunteer input. 

Education 
PhD (continuing), Film and Philosophy, University of  Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
MA in English, Eastern Mediterranean University, Cyprus 
BA in English Language and Literature, Ege University, Turkey 
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Translation Experience* 
General 
Annual reports of  banks; presentations on various subjects including food safety, health effects of  tobacco 
use, English language teaching for young learners; summit, conference and congress booklets and schedules; 
conflict resolution correspondences; conference papers mainly in humanities; insurance policies; quality 
control documents. 

Legal Texts  
EU legislation including Directives, Regulations, and Resolutions; Recommendations of  UN for freedom of  
expression in Turkey; annual reports on freedom of  expression; ministerial and governmental commu-
niqués, letters, talks, reports; national law; agreements and contracts. 

Literary Texts 
Catalogue material for film festivals; catalogue material for art exhibitions; excerpts from novels and books; 
book chapters; poems; feature-length film scripts; film pre-production project booklets. 

Books 
Richard Shusterman, Performing Live (on philosophy of  art, to be published soon in Turkish) 
Baris Alp Ozden, The Formation of  Working Class in Turkey (on the history of  labour, continuing) 

Political & Journalism 
Daily newspieces; political texts from monthly journals; interviews; and other newsmedia material. 

Human Rights 
Pro-bono, or paid translation and consecutive interpretation in Human Rights such as gender equality re-
search, freedom of  expression and anti-censorship reports, urgent news-writing or translating in times of  
crisis (as part of  a translation collective).  

Tourism Texts 
Hotel brochures, hotel websites, travelogues. 

Consecutive Interpretation 
Interviews with filmmakers and Q&As with film crews; business trainings; open debates; inspection visits. 

*A detailed list of  all projects will be provided upon request. 

Other Professional Experience 
Film Critic, Altyazi Film Magazine, Turkey (2009-continuing) 
Instructor of  Film, Mutlu Art Gallery, Turkey (2014-2016) 
Media Officer, !f  Istanbul International Independent Films Festival, Turkey (2014-2015) 
International Press Coordinator, Antalya International Film Festival, Turkey (2014) 
Research Assistant, English Literature and Humanities Department, Eastern Mediterranean University, 
Cyprus (2007-2008) 
Teacher of  English as a Foreign Language, Deniz High School, Turkey (2005-2006) 

Other Languages 
Italian (Limited Working Proficiency) 
Dutch (Limited Working Proficiency) 

Computer Literacy 
Full professional proficiency in Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook; MacOS Pages, Numbers, Keynote; web-
based documents (google docs, sheets), webbased storage and sharing, and webbased translation software. 

Areas of Interest 
Social history, history of  art, film history, international politics, philosophy, travelling. 
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